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Recreational kayaking involves leisure activities for the casual paddler on lakes, inlets, or flatwater 
streams. Recreational kayaks are characterized by a large cockpit opening for easy entry and 
exit, a wide hull for increased stability on the water, and a medium length for compromise 
between speed and maneuverability.
Due to the wider hull, recreational kayaks will not track as well as sea kayaks but the extra 
stability makes them suitable for a wide range of paddlers and skill levels. They generally have 
less cargo space as well as limited capacity to keep water out of the boat since they are meant 
exclusively for calm water paddling.
They come in solo and tandem models, can be used in a variety of settings, and are the perfect 
option for individuals or families looking for relaxed fun on the water.  
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TAhE OuTdOORS | Tahe Marine FiT 132 Pe 
This kayak is perfect for beginner to intermediate paddler. Hard chine hull provides 
great stability, plus it glides well and tracks straight. Comfortable and generous sized 
cockpit makes it easier to enter the boat. Fit 132 PE kayak is now made of triple layer 
high-density polyethylene and comes with a skeg as standard. 
Length: 403 cm (13’2”) - Width: 65 cm (25”) - Weight: 23–25 kg (51–55 Lbs) - max. cap.: 135 
kg (298 Lbs) - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

TAhE OuTdOORS | Tahe Marine Waikiki
A perfect recreation touring kayak. The unique shaped hull provides maximum 
stability plus ample storage area in the stern for your camping gear.

Length: 315 cm (10’3’’) - Width: 72 cm (26’’) - voLume: 320 L (70 gaL) - Weight: 22 kg (49 
Lbs) - max. cap.: 130 kg (286 Lbs) - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

VENTuRE KAyAKS
islay 14 WiTh CusToM DeCklines
The Venture Islay 14 has proven to be one of the most popular touring kayaks around, 
and now available with custom deck lines it is set to become even more popular. 
The Islay features a long waterline for speed and tracking and an asymmetric hull 
that is nimble on edge. Solid stability gives beginners stacks of confidence and a 
roomy cockpit makes for comfortable all-day seating. Heaps of storage space also 
mean that you can pack for the grandest of adventures!

Length: 427cm - Width: 60cm - voLume: 374L - Weight: 25.5kg - paddLer Weight range: 
55 - 130kg - max. cap.: 130kg - 1034 - LeveL: entry LeveL - different size avaiLabLe: yes; Lv 
size aLso avaiLabLe 

HTTP://www.venTurekayaks.com 

pyRANhA | MasTer TG eXPerienCe
A boat for the 21st century paddler: the Master TG’s been designed from first principles 
to help you progress. It’s short, light, easy to turn and easy to paddle. The semi-flat hull 
and forgiving rails mean it’s as well suited to easy rapids, coastal trips and days on the 
lake as it is to your first time afloat. With innovative moulded in handles and an optional 
retractable skeg for the longer trips, the Master TG will take you where you want to go.
Length: 266cm - Width: 64cm - voLume: 225L - Weight: 14.5kg - paddLer Weight range: 45 
- 100kg - max. cap.: 100kg - LeveL: entry LeveL - different size avaiLabLe: yes; smaLLer ‘tg 
Lite’ size aLso avaiLabLe 

HTTP://www.PyranHa.com

pELICAN INTERNATIONAL | PeliCan BounTy 100
The Bounty 100 is a new stable, wide kayak available in vibrant orange. Featuring a 
bow quick lock hatch and a large storage platform with bungee in the stern, it offers 
plenty of room to store your gear for the day’s excursion. Made of incredibly rigid yet 
light RAM-X™ material, this sit-in kayak weighs only 38lbs. The Bounty 100 includes 
cockpit knee pads, adjustable padded backrest with seat cushion and adjustable 
footrests.
Length: 305 cm - Width: 71 cm - Weight: 17 kg - max. cap.: 125 kg - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.PelicansPorT.com
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pOINT 65 SwEdEN | GeMini solo 
Point 65 Kayaks Sweden presents the modular take-apart Gemini 9’/14’ solo-tandem 
hybrid. A fun, versatile, high-performance recreational kayak which, due to its modularity, 
is exceptionally easy to carry, store and haul. The revolutionary Solo - Tandem (and 
more) combination is the solution you were waiting for. Go solo, go tandem, go triple, 
etc. Snap in the mid-section and your Solo transforms into a high-performance Tandem. 
Add another mid section and it’s a triple. Keep adding mid sections for as many paddlers 
as you want. The Gemini snaps apart and re-assembles in seconds. A kayak that you 
can carry a smile on your face, put into the trunk of most cars and store under your bed.
Length: 268 cm - Width: 76 cm - Weight: 22 kg - paddLer Weight range: 40-100 kg - max. 
cap.: 120 kg  - LeveL: entry LeveL  - different size avaiLabLe: yes

HTTP://www.PoinT65.com

dAGGER | aXis e 10.5
A must have for any adventurous paddler. The sleek hull combines rocker and rail edge 
giving excellent manoeuvrability‚ with keel and skeg to aid tracking. The accessible 
cockpit‚ outfitted for comfort and control includes storage features making the Axis a 
boat with limitless possibilities.

Length: 320 – Width: 72 cm – capacity: 125 kg – Weight: 21.5 kg

HTTP://www.dagger.com

ISLANdER | FiesTa
Enjoy your paddle in a kayak that’s fun and green. The 100% recycled Fiesta is easy 
to paddle‚ stable and fun‚ and outfitted for user comfort. It’s a great way to experience 
paddling with minimal environmental impact.

Length: 279 – Width: 70 cm – capacity: 130 kg – Weight: 19 kg

HTTP://www.islandersiTonToPs.com

NEWNEW
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wILdERNESS SySTEmS | asPire 100
High performance. Endless possibilities. Designed with the smaller paddler in mind. 
Easy handling and maneuverability with great stability, the 100 is sized perfectly to 
fit a female or small-framed paddler comfortably. Named «Best for Beginners» by 
Men’s Journal, April 2013.

Length: 10’ / 305 cm - Width: 27.5» / 70 cm - Weight: 44 Lbs. / 20 kg - max. cap.: 300 Lbs. / 
136 kg - LeveL: entry LeveL - different size avaiLabLe: 2 / aspire 100 / aspire 105 

HTTP://www.wildernesssysTems.com

ACCESSORIES  I BOATS I SIT INSIDE 1

RAINBOw KAyAKS | oasis 2.90 eXPeDiTion
Compact tourism kayak, ideal for sea, lakes and rivers not over grade II difficulty. 
Supplied with back hatch, elastic net, drain plug, carrying handles, padded adjustable 
anatomic seat and adjustable pedal footrest.

Length: 290 cm - Width: 72 cm - voLume: 370 L - Weight: 18 kg - paddLer Weight range: 
60/110 kg - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.rainbowkayaks.com

NEWNEW

20162016
FOR

huRRICANE AquASpORTS
sanTee 120 sPorT
The Santee 120 Sport is twelve feet of super stable, super sexy kayak with excellent 
tracking and stylish aesthetics. Designed with a hard- chine hull for superior performance, 
fresh deck styling for a great new look, Airestream seat system for comfort, and a generous 
sport cockpit for easy entry and exit, the Santee 120S has exceeded our own expectation 
for a recreational kayak. In addition, the new deck layout incorporates comfortable grab 
handles, bungees both bow and stern, a security bar behind the seat, and an innovative 
new 10-inch hinge hatch that makes it super easy to access your gear. This lightweight 
super stable kayak has set a high bar on styling and comfort in attractive colors
Length: 12’ - Width: 28» - Weight: 37Lbs / - paddLer Weight range: 100 Lbs to 275 Lbs- 
max. cap.: 325 Lbs / 147.4 kgs - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.HurricaneaquasPorTs.com
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wIGRASzEK | TEDDy
Very nice boat for kids. Good quality for less price

Length: 300cm - Width: 50cm - Weight: 10kg - paddLer Weight range: 25-40kg

HTTP://www.wigraszek.Pl

KAyAK dISTRIBuTION - RIOT | EDGE 14.5
THE PERFECT HyBRID BETWEEN A RECREATIONAL & A SEA KAyAK IN OUR 
LIGHT WEIGHT CROSS-LITE MATERIAL. With its slender bow and slim deck profile, 
the rudder-equipped Edge 14.5 is where elegance and efficiency cross paths: it has 
just the right amount of chine and keel to make it track well, yet has a swift and 
versatile character. And to top it all off, it has most of the features serious sea kayaks 
call their own packed in a smaller package.

Length: 14’4’’ (439 cm) - Width: 22.4’’ (57 cm) - Weight: 51 Lbs (23 kg) - max. cap.: 325 Lbs 
(147 kg) - LeveL: entry LeveL - different size avaiLabLe: 3 sizes: 11’’ , 13’’ , 14.5’’ 

HTTP://www.rioTkayaks.com

BOATS
SIT INSIdE 2

RECREATIONAL

pRIjON | CUSTOMLINE CL 470 RELAX 
An open double-seater for families and rental stations. Very stable and easy to handle. 
The combination of a length and a moderate rocker enables it for the sea, lakes and 
smaller tighter waters. An optional child’s seat can be added fast. The big cockpit offers an 
easy entry and exit. Our tour-seat with the high backrest guarantees a comfortable sitting 
position. The front seat can be fixed in a centric position. Therefore, you can also paddle 
the CL 470 alone. Thanks to the different configurations everything’s possible - from a 
low-priced basic model to full equipped touring kayak.

Length: 470 cm - Width: 76 cm - Weight: 35 kg - paddLer Weight range: 50 - 230 kg - max. 
cap.: 230kg - LeveL: entry LeveL - different size avaiLabLe: 1 size. 

HTTP://www.Prijon.com

ROTOATTIVO | CALyPSO
An easy open tandem kayak CALyPSO offers excellent speed and stability. Because 
of its great maneuverability and easy turning it is also excellent kayak for beginners 
and rental companies. It has two comfortable seats with in collapsible backrest and 
a child seat in the middle. Plenty of room for long legs, lots of gear, and a big cockpit 
to facilitate entry and exit.

Length: 460 cm - Width: 80 cm - Weight: 40 kg - LeveL: performance

HTTP://www.roToaTTivo.eu

NEWNEW

20162016
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ACCESSORIES  I BOATS I SIT INSIDE 1

TAhE OuTdOORS
TAHE MARINE LIFESTyLE SOLO PE ANGRy BIRDS
Lifestyle Solo PE is a fun kayak with Angry Birds design meant for kids. These crazy 
characters will bring some extra fun to all adventurous children. Lifestyle Solo PE is a 
safe kayak that is perfect for learning and to develop kayaking skills. Lifestyle Solo PE is 
equipped with rudder, two round hatches for easier packing and access to your equipment. 
Oversized and comfortable cockpit allows easy entry and exit. Though this kayak is 
extremely stable, it also has an exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed.

Length: 382 cm (12’6”) - Width: 54 cm (21¼”) - Weight: 19-21 kg (42-46 Lbs) - max. cap.: 90 
kg (198 Lbs) - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

jACKSON KAyAK | TRIPPER 12
Based on the incredibly stable, fast and versatile Kilroy hull, this sit-inside recreational 
kayak design for exploration fun and family adventure. The Tripper 12 comes with 
loads of storage space, our comfortable patented Hi-Lo Elite seat and unending ways 
to set it up for your on-water use. Load it up for a long adventure, for fishing or simply 
take it out for a leisurely paddle. 
Length: 12’4” - Width: 31” - Weight: 65 - paddLer Weight range: 120-250 - max. cap.: 350 - 
LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.jacksonkayak.com

DESIGNED FOR FUN WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS ON 
RIVERS, LAKES, AND OCEANS.
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VENTuRE KAyAKS | ISLAy 14 SOT SAILING SPEC 
The Venture Islay 14 Sit-on-Top is a performance touring boat that stands out from 
the rest; based on the proven Islay 14 light touring kayak, there’s no performance 
compromise in the transition to a sit-on-top format, just added stability and simplicity. 
This is a true multi-purpose platform that looks as cool off the water as it does on, 
provides a simple and inexpensive entry to kayak sailing and offers freedom and 
unlimited possibilities in terms of accessory options and performance. Why only hve 
one type of adventure, when the Venture Islay 14 SOT provides the capability to 
explore them all?

Length: 430cm / 14’ 1» - Width: 74cm / 29.1» - Weight: 30.8kg / 67.9Lb - paddLer Weight 
range: <136kg / <300Lb - max. cap.: 136kg / 300Lb -  LeveL: performance 

HTTP://www.venTurekayaks.com

TAhE OuTdOORS | TAHE MARINE AqUA MOON
This kayak has a stable hull and can be used for surfing and/or to exploring rivers and the 
coastline. With excellent stability and easy handling on the water it is perfect for beginners, 
but can also fit more experienced paddlers as well. It has a comfortable seating area that 
gives good primary back support. The kayak has a paddle holder on the side and a console 
in the front with a bottle holder to keep your necessary items within reach. Aqua moon is 
equipped with one rear storage area that is big enough to carry your gear for a nice day 
on the water. Replaceable keel protection in the rear will protect the boat and safety lines 
on the sides will keep your kayak visible in the dark.

Length: 300 cm (9’8”) - Width: 75 cm (29½”) - Weight: 22-24 kg (49-53 Lbs) - max. cap.: 150 
kg (330 Lbs) - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

TAhE OuTdOORS
TAHE MARINE AqUA LEO ANGRy BIRDS
Aqua Leo sit-on-top with Angry Birds design is made for kids who love to spend their 
time outdoors. It is a nice sit-on-top kayak perfect for having fun on the water with all 
the Angry Birds characters. The hull design offers very good stability and the open 
cockpit design will allow the easy entry and exit in and out of water. It is an ideal kayak 
in slow-moving and still waters. Aqua Leo has 5 scupper holes with bungs to drain out 
the water from the boat plus they won’t let water in. Handy bottle holder with bungee in 
the front will keep your hands free and favorite beverages near. A handy paddle holder 
on the side will help you store your paddle when necessary.

Length: 250 cm (8’2”) - Width: 75 cm (29½”) - Weight: 18-20 kg (39-44 Lbs) - max. cap.: 140 
kg (308 Lbs) - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

ROTOATTIVO | DALMATIC
Dalmatic Basic is a short, very wide, stable and easy sit-on-top kayak. The kayak can 
be used by small and large paddlers and is suitable for summer holidays, weekends 
and days of good weather. Dalmatic is great for walks along the coast, for fun and 
bathing of small and large users and inshore. The cockpit is molded with a footrest 
step of users at different heights. The kayak is self-bailing and unsinkable. There are 
storage lockers aft of the cockpit for small items, a water dog or a small co-driver.

Length: 272 cm - Width: 82 cm - Weight: 21 kg - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.roToaTTivo.eu

NEWNEW
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ISLANdER | CALyPSO RECyCLED
Enjoy your paddle in a sit-on-top that’s fun and green. The 100% recycled plastic 
Calypso is the family friendly sit-on-top; easy to paddle straight‚ very stable‚ and 
comfortably outfitted. Beach‚ coast or lake – this boat loves it all. Fully outfitted‚ with 
plenty of storage space.

Length: 295 – Width: 75 cm – capacity: 145 kg – Weight: 20 kg

HTTP://www.islandersiTonToPs.com

BIC KAyAKS | JAVA
The new Java features above all an excellent glide/stability ratio, it’s a high 
performance sea-going single-seater, longer than the Bilbao to allow you to take 
on even more ambitious outings and trips. Combining an innovative hull and a neat 
design, it also gives you equally high quality features: a wide, flat rear storage area 
for carrying sizeable loads, integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation, plus a 
moulded deck insert for storing the wheels/rollers while sailing, all conceived to help 
you get in and out of the water with the minimum of effort. It also includes excellent 
and comprehensive extra equipment enabling you to customize your boat for fishing 
trips and excursions. 
Length: 13’5”/4,10m - Width: 28’/0,71m - Weight: 55Lbs/25kg - max Load: 330Lbs/150kg - 
capacity: 1 aduLt

HTTP://www.bicsPorTkayaks.com

TOOTEGA KAyAKS | PULSE 85 - HyDROLITE 
British kayak designers and manufacturers, Tootega Kayaks, have taken their already 
lightweight Pulse 85 kayak and reduced the weight by almost 20%. The brand new 
“Hydrolite” Pulse 85 by Tootega Kayaks weighs in at a class leading 14kg, making it 
one of the lightest adult sit on tops available. The Pulse 85 is already a firm favourite 
with smaller paddlers, families, and those who want to play in the surf thanks to its 
compact size and huge levels of stability – the super lightweight Hydrolite version will 
only help to increase the Pulse 85’s popularity yet further! 

Length: 259cm / 8.5ft - Width: 72cm / 28.5” - paddLer Weight range: upto 95kg / 200Lb - 
LeveL: performance - different size avaiLabLe: yes - puLse 95 

HTTP://www.TooTega.com

jACKSON KAyAK | CRUISE
The Cruise is designed for general purpose users but with the comfort and amenities 
that most JK boats offer. It includes the Hi/ Lo Elite Seat, stand ability, and points 
for fishing accessories. This boat works as a great starting platform for an easily 
customizable fishing kayak or our general rec users.

 

Length: 12’3” - Width: 31.5” - Weight: 65 - paddLer Weight range: 120-250 - max. cap.: 350 - 
LeveL: performance - different size avaiLabLe: 2- 10, 12 

HTTP://www.jacksonkayak.com

dAG | MID-WAy
Stylish, elegant, performing, the Mid-way combines the performances of a traditional 
sea kayak (slip, speed, technology) with those of a sit on top (comfort, stability, safety).

Length: 4.40  m/ 14.4’ - Width: 65 cm/ 25.6’’ - Weight: 23 kg / 50 Lbs  

HTTP://www.dag-kayak.com

BIC KAyAKS | OUASSOU FASHION
The Ouassou is a versatile, and manoeuvrable kayak ideal for beach fun. The stern 
handles let you hang on and swim and allow easy access on board. It also handles surf 
and waves thanks to its spatula shaped hull derived from surf longboards and rodeo 
kayaks. The slight keel and lateral rail design provide good stability. Three inserts on 
its hull enable a set of soft Thruster fins to be fitted, which will improve its performance 
and control in waves. For 2016, the Ouassou, will be available in a superb acid-green 
as part of the new FASHION range, 
Length : 8’6» / 260 cm - Width: 31» / 78 cm - Weight: 39 Lbs / 18 kg - max Load: 242 Lbs / 
110 kg - capacity: one aduLt

HTTP:www.bicsPorTkayaks.com
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TOOTEGA | KINETIC 100
Perfectly bridging the gap between touring and beach play, the Kinetic gives you the 
freedom to explore the water. It’s new hybrid ‘c’ hull form has been designed to work 
in harmony with our innovative new skeg system, which is fully adjustable, allowing 
you to find that perfect balance between manoeuvrability or straight line tracking. With 
huge amounts of storage for a kayak of it’s size, and complete with our new low-profile 
anchor points, the Kinetic is that elusive 10ft kayak, that can tour, play in the surf, work 
as an fishing platform, whilst still remain lightweight and stable. 

Length: 310cm / 10.0ft - Width: 74cm / 29» - Weight: 22kg / 48Lb - paddLer Weight range: 
max 140kg / 310Lb - LeveL: performance 

HTTP://www. www.TooTega.com

FATyAK KAyAKS LTd | FATyAK KAAFU
Our UK made Fatyak Kayak 1 seater Kaafu for use on rivers, lakes and sea. Great for 
fitness, Lightweight, fast, uniquely stable. Available in 9 funky colors.

Length: 3020mm - Width: 770mm - Weight: 20kgs - paddLer Weight range: 130kgs capa-
city - max. cap.: 1 - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.faTyak-kayaks.co.uk

jACKSON KAyAK | RIVIERA
The Rivera was inspired by a group of outfitters who wanted a kayak that was very 
stable, easy to paddle, comfortable, required no maintenance, and fit paddlers of 
almost any size. These same features make the Riviera just the ticket for those who 
want an easy to use, hassle-free kayak for cruising, fishing, or just having fun on the 
water. Also available in tandem. 

Length: 11’4’’ - Width: 29” - Weight: 53Lbs - paddLer Weight range: 100-200 - max. cap.: 
300 Lbs - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.jacksonkayak.com

ExO | SHARK1
SHARK 1 is an extremely simple kayak to use and suitable for sea trips or lake 
excursions. Light, stable, and with good directionality, it is perfect for novices, for 
schools, and for rental companies. Available in two versions, BASIC and SPORT 
equipped with removable waterproof storage, seat and legs supports.

Length: 347cm - Width: 72cm - Weight: 20kg - paddLer Weight range: 50-100kg - LeveL: 
high end 

HTTP://www.exokayak.com

ExO | XMTOP
Created with the same research as the sit-in XM515, this s.o.t with top of the range 
features is one of the best kayaks in its class. The vacuum drainage system keeps 
the seat dry during navigation even for heavy-set paddlers, the leg support system 
increases safety and enables the easy execution of Eskimo rolls.

Length: 515cm - Width: 57cm - Weight: 23kg - paddLer Weight range: 55-100kg - price: 
970eur - LeveL: high end 

HTTP://www.exokayak.com

dAGGER | ROAM 9.5
The Roam has all the hallmark performance of a Dagger kayak with the friendliness 
of a sit-on-top. Maneuverable and forgiving‚ with supportive surround seating‚ you can 
really feel the flow. Whether taking on a whitewater river‚ exploring a quiet lake‚ or 
surfing at the beach‚ the Roam is a stable‚ user friendly way to take your adventures 
one step beyond. Also available in a larger 11.5 size 

Length: 294 – Width: 79 cm – capacity: 113 kg – Weight: 24 kg

HTTP://www.dagger.com

ACCESSORIES  I BOATS I SIT ON TOP 1
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ROTOATTIVO | TRAPPER
Make a combination with canoe and sit-on-top you get the amazing Trapper. 
Unsinkable in its category with comfortable seats in the ideal position. Trapper is a 
compact Canoe- sit on top that allows the user a lot of fun on the lakes and the sea. 
Ideal for family and rental.

Length: 450 cm - Width: 90 cm - Weight: 48 kg - LeveL: performance 

HTTP://www.roToaTTivo.eu

ROTOATTIVO | LOL1
LOL kayaks are the result of a project finalized to create an icon sit-on-top for 
simplicity and ease of use. Extremely stable and fast, easy to handle, self-draining 
and unsinkable, it also provides kayak beginners with hours of pure entertainment.

Length: 300 cm - Width: 80 cm - voLume: 380 L - Weight: 23 kg - LeveL: performance 

HTTP://www.roToaTTivo.eu
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huRRICANE AquASpORTS | SKIMMER 116
Okay, let’s just get it out there, the Skimmer 116 is a darn good looking sit on top. The 
lines split the difference between beautifully classic and cutting-edge modern with a 
finish so glossy you can see yourself in it. It’s a sit on top that begs to be put in the 
water, and when you get it there, the Skimmer 116 performs. With its touring style hull 
and refined scupper system, the Skimmer 116 skims across the water, cuts through 
waves, and slices through chop. Oh, and it weighs in at a slight 42 pounds, which raises 
the performance bar to a new level when you’re tossing this bad boy on your racks.

Length: 11’ 6» - Width: 30.5» - Weight: 42 Lbs - paddLer Weight range: 100 - 225 Lbs

max. cap.: 300 Lbs - LeveL: entry LeveL - different size avaiLabLe: 4 sizes in skimmer 
series: skimmer 128, skimmer 140 and skimmer 140 t 

HTTP://www.HurricaneaquasPorTs.com

ACCESSORIES  I BOATS I SIT ON TOP 1

http://www.rtmkayaks.com
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TAhE OuTdOORS | TAHE MARINE KAILUA 
A popular & versatile double sit on top with center seat for solo paddling or for a third 
paddler. Super stable hull design with built in keel for tracking plus a large weight 
capacity. It is stackable & selfbailing with four large molded in grab handles for easy 
carrying. 

Length: 370 cm (12’1’’) - Width: 86 cm (34’’) - Weight: 28-30 kg (62-66 Lbs) - max. cap.: 130 kg 
(286 Lbs) - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

FEELFREE | CORONA
Feelfree Corona is comfortable, stable and versatile, with three different seating 
configurations. The middle section of the kayak can be utilized as a spot for a third 
paddler or be utilized for solo paddling by taking out the other seats. Whether you’re 
paddling the Corona solo, tandem or with three paddlers, you’ll find that it handles well 
on most bodies of water. And with molded in handles and our proven Wheel in the Keel, 
no one in the family will be complaining when it comes time to move it around.

Length: 4m - Width: 86cm - Weight: 36kg - max. cap.: 280kg - LeveL: performance 

HTTP://www.feelfreekayak.eu

BIC KAyAKS | BORNEO
The Borneo is a brand new family oriented double sit on top, with a number of 
innovative features, notably the possibility of solo use in equal paddling comfort 
to double. Its innovative shape and generous dimensions give it great glide whilst 
retaining reassuringly comfortable stability. It’s also got a large rear section including 
a big flat storage area. There’s innovation in the equipment and fittings too, like the 
integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation. And there’s a molded deck insert for 
storing the wheels/rollers while sailing. 

Length: 13’5”/4.1m - Width: 33’1”/0,84m - Weight: 75Lbs/34kg - max Load: 550Lbs/250kg - 
capacity: 2 aduLt + 1 chiLd

HTTP://www.bicsPorTkayaks.com

ROTO d.O.O. | ROTOATTIVO LOL2
LOL2 it’s a family version SIT-ON-TOP. Sliding front backrest turns the LOL 2 into a 
great single kayak. Ergonomic seats and lowered foot area makes the cockpit area 
very comfortable even for strong paddlers. The addition of two compartments one in 
the center of the kayak and one in front allows to bring with you everything is necessary 
for an enjoyable free time.

Length: 400 cm - Width: 80 cm - voLume: 550 L - Weight: 33 kg - LeveL: performance  

HTTP://www.roToaTTivo.eu
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TOOTEGA | PULSE 120 TANDEM
Taking it’s base DNA from the highly successful Pulse 85 & 95, the Pulse 120 tandem 
has been tweaked to give it a graceful and well balanced tandem form. With two full 
size seats both with integrated 6” waterproof hatches, sports bottle holders, a large 
carry area at the rear, paddle keepers, and built in anchor points, the Pulse can be 
accessorised to fit your paddling needs. The space between the seats can even be 
used as a third smaller seat!

Length: 373cm / 12ft - Width: 75cm / 29.5” - Weight: 26kg / 59Lbs - paddLer Weight range: 
max 185kg / 408Lb - LeveL: performance  

HTTP://www.TooTega.com

hOBIE KAyAK EuROpE
HOBIE MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND
If a puff of wind hits and the Hobie Mirage Tandem Island’s leeward ama chisels into 
the water, its efficient, square-topped mainsail immediately translates increased wind 
speed into extra boat speed. The Tandem Island’s two-piece carbon-fiber rig minimizes 
weight aloft—thus stiffening the ride—and both cockpits are fitted with steerage and 
sail-handling controls, allowing sailors of all abilities to share the experience. Best yet, 
the Tandem Island is equipped with enough hatches and on-deck stowage for multi-
day escapes. This is Hobie’s ultimate blue water hunter, capable of marlin-teasing 
trolling speeds.

Length: 5.64 m - Width: 3.05 m - Weight: 90 kg - max. cap.: 272 kg - LeveL: high end - diffe-
rent sizes avaiLabLe: hobie mirage adventure isLand 

HTTP://www.Hobie-kayak.com

pERCEpTION | SCOOTER GEMINI
Cruise with confidence whatever your experience with a smooth and predictable ride. 
True directional stability comes without compromising on maneuverability thanks to 
the combination of our Tracking Hull, upswept bow and perfectly balanced volume 
distribution. Paddle with two, or make it a family outing for a small child or the family 
pet. Paddling solo is also no problem from the center seat. Keeping the same cool 
lines, profile and fun colors as the single Scooter, it is one of the most popular choices 
around. Our iconic molded through handles make this boat extremely manageable 
to carry that is especially useful on family outings where not all paddlers are able to 
help out.

Length: 385 cm - Width: 80 cm - Weight: 28 kg - max. cap.: 200 kg - LeveL: performance - 
different sizes avaiLabLe: singLe scooter 

HTTP://www.PercePTion.co.uk

FATyAK KAyAKS LTd | FATyAK MAHEE
Our UK made Fatyak Mahee 2/3 seater sit-on-top kayak ideal for family fun, day play, 
exploring on slow moving rivers, small ocean swells or waves. The Mahee is designed 
to be used as a tandem kayak with the lighter paddler sitting in the front, however due 
to its flexible seating design it can be paddled solo by sitting in the rear position or 
used as a family 3 seater with room for a child in the center position.  

Length: 3850mm - Width: 830mm - Weight: 30kgs - max. cap.: 200kgs capacity - LeveL: 
entry LeveL. 

HTTP://www.faTyak-kayaks.co.uk

jACKSON KAyAK | RIVI-T
The tandem version of our Riviera, the Rivi-T allows two people the same fun on water. 
Built to last, the Rivi-T is one tough kayak and perfect for clubs and resorts as well as 
cottage and lake fun. Made with no moving parts, and stackable, this kayak can be 
stored, dragged and abused. Learn why the Riviera and the Rivi-T are two of the top 
choices of beachfronts everywhere!
Length: 13 ft 10 in - Width: 34 in - Weight: 76Lbs - paddLer Weight range: 150Lbs-450Lbs - 
max. cap.: 450Lbs - LeveL: entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.jacksonkayak.com
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islanderkayaks.com

Moulded in the UK from 100% recycled plastic; the 

award winning Calypso is an extremely stable and 

friendly sit-on-top, great for your fi rst paddling 

adventures, now in a great value, eco-friendly package.

RECYCLED

£299.95 | 419,00 €

(Recycled colour will vary)
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dAG | TAURUS
With 20 years experience working with rental companies, DAG offer a wide range of 
canoes and kayaks suitable for all rivers and the demands of the rental market. New to 
the range is the Taurus, designed for 2 adults and 1 child. Taurus has been designed 
with rocky rivers in mind and is ideal for 10-15 km Taurus’ dimensions ensure excellent 
maneuverability and speed.

Length: 415 cm - Width: 95 cm - Weight: 44 kg - max. cap.: 270 kg 

HTTP://www.dag-kayak.com

RTm | OCEAN DUO
This double kayak is our best seller.  Designed to accommodate 1, 2 or 3 persons. 
Due to its unique center seat it can be paddled solo. This is the ideal choice for family 
use. Comfortable and dry, it is a pleasure to paddle. Equipped with storage areas in 
the stern and the center of the boat.

Length: 370 cm - Width: 88 cm - voLume: 33 cm - Weight: 29 kg - max. cap.: 220 kg - LeveL: 
entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.rTmkayaks.com 

RTm | OCEAN qUATRO
The Ocean quatro is a design for carrying one, two, three or four paddlers. An 
exceptional choice for families and rental operations, this kayak has a great load 
carrying capacity. The main seats are located in the bow and stern while in between 
are two smaller seats to accommodate children or a solo paddler. Channels drain water 
away from the seating and foot area to provide a drier ride. Ample room and great 
stability, the quatro is at home on flat water, lakes and the ocean

Length: 4.12 m / 13’5 - Width: 90 cm / 35.5’’ - Weight: 34 kg / 75 Lbs - LeveL: 

entry LeveL 

HTTP://www.rTmkayaks.com 
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yAK 
KALLISTA 50N
Out on the water, the front zipped Kallista 50N 
provides everything the keen recreational paddler 
needs. With its slim line, high mobility cut, wealth 
of pockets and attachment points plus reflective 
detailing for that vital flash of visibility in poor 
light, it is also the business for paddle boarding 
or for any other watersports you choose.

sizes: s, m, L, xL, xxL - coLors: fiery red, diva bLue, 
Lime punch, red/bLack or bLue/bLack

HTTP://www.yakadvenTureequiPmenT.com 

ARTISTIC  
CANyONING SUIT PU FLEX
Canyoning Suit PU Flex with a superior 
warming insulation is suitable for daily use. 
This waterproof canyoning suit is made of 5.5 
mm double lined Neoprene combined with PU 
Flex coating . It has reinforced knee, seat and 
elbows that are PU flex coated, high insulation 
inner silver fleece lining and glued blindstitch 
seams. 

HTTP://www.TaHeouTdoors.com

NRS 
SIDEWINDER BIBS
Wear the versatile NRS Sidewinder Bibs as 
a fishing wader, or combine them with a dry 
top for complete cold-weather immersion 
protection. We designed them for comfort in 
the boat and on the bank, and the waterproof 
relief zipper is a major upgrade over other bibs.

HTTP://www.nrs.com

pALm EquIpmENT 
MEANDER 
The Meander is Palm’s entry level touring 
PFD‚ designed to be lightweight‚ slim-line‚ and 
easy to use. A low profile design with a simple‚ 
secure zip and buckle closure.

sizes: xs -xxL, in both men’s and Women’s 
versions.

HTTP://www.PalmequiPmenTeuroPe.com

SpECIFIC
GEAR

RECREATIONAL

VOdÁK SpORT 
D-VODÁK
The best children’s and junior vest. Safe with a comfortable and convenient 
design: large armholes, wide belt under your feet strapped to the two sides, large 
displacement in the front, supporting collar. Safety that allows freedom of movement. 
Size 1 for children from 1 to 7 years, 2 size from about 5 to 13 years. Due to the 
unique style and the possibility of lengthening the straps, the vest has a great range 
of sizes to grow with the child.

sizes: 1 and 2  

HTTP://www.vodak-sPorT.cz

pEAK uK  
KIDZ ZIP LIFE JACKET
ISO 100 Approved kids PFD with buoyant collar. Tough 600d polyester / nylon 
shell. 40-50N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam. Super secure 
crotch, waist and side straps. Opening zip front. Whistle and easy grab handle. 
Fun animal designs with Solas reflective eyes and stripes.

 
sizes: sprogLet. sprog - coLours: Ladybird (orange). fish (mango)  

HTTP://www.Peakuk.com

KidsKids



http://nativewatercraft.com
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Ironmana Bora Bora
Sea Kayaking Menorca

Greenland-style Kayaking 
Open Canoe Festival

Kayak Angling Tournaments
Interview: Mark Kalch

WorldPaddle
the international Paddle culture magazine

Paddle World




